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THE SUPREME COURTS LANDMARK DECISION lri AliLC C01~7 V CLS

Bank,' issued June 2014, fundamentally altered the practice of patent

law And as most practitioners are aware, software patents have been

attacked and invalidated at unprecedented rates under 35 U S.C. ~ 101

ever since. Indeed, many practitioners have questioned whether all

software patents are vulnerable to invalidation, given the lack of guidance

afforded judges tasked with deciding Section 101 challenges.

However, a trio of recent Federal Circuit decisions—Enfish v Mi-

crosoft,Z Bascom v ATT,3 and McRO v Bandai^—may signal a turning

point. The Federal Circuit, through these decisions, appeazs to have

incrementally broadened the scope of eligibility for software patents,

while also providing courts with much-needed guidance in applying

Alice's two-step eligibility test.

THE POST-ALICE LANDSCAPE

In Alice, the Supreme Court set forth a rivo-part test for deter-

inining patent eligibility: (1) whether the claims are directed to a

patent-ineligible concept; and (2) whether the claim elements trans-

form the nature of the claim into apatent-eligible applications Alice,

however, provides courts with little guidance as to how to apply the

two-step test.

In the absence of specific guidance from the high court, district

courts have generally concluded that software-related claims are in-

herendy directed to apatent-ineligible concept. Thus, courts treat-

ed the first part of the Alice test as innately affirmative, and quickly
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moved onto the second part of the Alice test to determine patent eli-

gibility.And while the second Alice step was more closely scrutinized

by courts than the first step, software patents did not fare much better

at the second stage of the analysis. In fact, in the year following Alice,

lower court decisions citing Alice reportedly invalidated softwaze pat-

ents at a rate of 82.9% 6

Against this backdrop, it took the Federal Circuit appro~mately

two years after Alice to overturn a single invalidity ruling under Sec-

tion 101, as it did in Enfish v Microsoft.

ENFISH V. MICROSOFT

In Enfuh a Microsoft, Enfish sued Microsoft alleging infringement

of U.S. Patent Nos. 6,151,604 and 6,163,775 (the "Enfish patents").

The Enfish patents are generally directed to a logical model fora com-

puter database. A logical model is a model of data for a computer da-

tabase e~laining how the various elements of information are related

to one another.

Specifically, Enfish's claimed invention covers a logical model that

utilizes a table where the rows correspond to records and the columns

contain attributes of the records. This table-based model is described

as "self-referential" because all data entities (i.e., types of things being

modeled) are maintained in a single table, and the attributes in a par-

ticularcolumn may be defined by reference to a record in another row

in the same table. 'This is distinguishable from conventional "relation-

al"models, which maintain data entities in separate tables. According

to the Enfish patents, the logical model invention results in more ef-
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ficient storage, increased data seazch speeds, and more flexibility in

configuring the database.

During litigation, Microsoft moved for suimnary judgment, ar-

guing that Enfish's patents were invalid under Section 101 as being

directed to an unpatentable abstract idea.

Applying Alice's two-step framework, the district court first found

the claimed invention to be directed to the abstract concept of "stor-

ing, organizing, and retrieving memory in a logical table," ar more

simply, "the concept of organizing information using tabular for-

mats:'' 'Ihe court then concluded that the asserted claims contained

no limitations sufficient to amount to an inventive concept because Patent No. 5,987,606

they merely recited conventional elements that were insufficient to

"cabin the claims' scope:'8 Accordingly, the district court granted Mi-

crosoft's summary judgment motion, and invalidated the asserted

claims under Section 1019

Ori appeal, the Federal Circuit criticized the district court's ap-

proach tostep one of theAlice test, opuung that generalizing claims "at

such a high level of abstraction and untethered from the language of

the claims all but ensures that the exceptions to Section 101 swallow

the rule:'10 Thus, contrary to the approach taken by the lower court,

the Federal Circuit carefully analyzed the relevant claims and found

that they were not directed to just any form of storing tabular data,

but specifically directed to aself-referential table for a computer data-

base." To support this determination, the Federal Circuit explicitly

considered the patent specifications, which highlighted the function-

al, technological improvements Enfish's self-referential table offered

as compared to conventional, pre-existing database structures. In the

end, the Federal Circuit held that Enfislis claimed invention was pat-

ent-eligible, ending its analysis at step one of the Alice test.'Z

The Federal Circuit's analysis in Enfish is significant because until

then, courts were effectively skipping the first step of the Alice test in

software patent cases, thereby treating software inventions as being

intrinsically directed to an abstract idea. But in Enfuh, the Feder-

al Circuit explicitly rejected such an approach, stating "[w]e do not

read Alice to broadly hold that all improvements in computer-related

technology are inherently abstract and, therefore, must be consid-

ered at step two:'13 The Court further opined, "[n] or do we think that

claims directed to software, as opposed to hardware, are inherently

abstract and therefore only properly analyzed at the second step of

the Alice analysis:'14 Consequently, with Enfish, the Federal Circuit

gave teeth to the first step of the Alice test—forcing a substantive in-

quiryand rejecting the trend of regazding softwaze patents as covering

per se abstract ideas.

The Enfish decision is also significant insofaz as the Federal Circuit

instructed courts to closely analyze the specific claim language, and

avoid broad, sweeping generalizations of a patent's claims.

Finally, the Federal Circuit's consideration of the patent specifica-

tion in determining whether the claimed invention is directed to an

abstract idea could prove to be significant for patent litigators mov-

ing forward. Enfish suggests that drafting a patent's specification in a

manner that thoroughly demonstrates the invention's clauned bene-

fits and improvements over prior art will help preserve the patent's

validity if asserted in litigation.

BASCOMV ATf~T

Less than two months after deciding Enfish, the Federal Circuit

decided Bascom a AT~T, which focused on the second "inventive

concept" prong of the Alice test.

In Bascom, Bascom sued AT&T alleging infruigement of U.S.

("Bascom patent"). The Bascom patent is

generally directed to a method for filtering Internet content for the

purposes ofblockinguseraccess to objectionable content. Specifically,

"[t]he claimed filtering system is located on a remote ISP server

that associates each network account with (1) one or more filtering

schemes and (2) at least one set of filtering elements from a plurality

of sets of filtering elements, thereby allowing individual network

accounts to customize the filtering of Internet traffic associated with

the account:''s

The Bascom patent claimed improvements over eusting filter-

ing systems installed locally on individual devices, in that it was less

susceptible to circumvention. The Bascom patent disclosed prior art

filtering systems deployed over local and remote servers, and claimed

improvement over those systems in that it customized access and fil-

tering schemes for different users.

AT&T attacked the Bascom patent at the outset of the lawsuit

through a motion to dismiss, arguing that the Bascom patent was

invalid. as a matter of law under Section 101. As to the first step of

the Alice test, the district court concluded that the claims were "di-

rected toward the abstract idea of filtering content, along-standing,

well-known method of organizing human activity."16 In arriving at this

conclusion, the district court declined to distinguish Internet content

from other mediums (like books, television, magazines, or movies) in

which complicated filtering schemes addressing the same issues de-

scribed inthe patent have long existed.

Turning to step two of the Alice test, the court found that no indi-

vidual claim limitation was su~ciendy inventive because, in isolation,

they all described pre-eiusting, well-known generic computer com-

ponents. The court concluded "[f]iltering software, apparently com-

posed of filtering schemes and filtering elements, was well-known

in the prior art," further noting "using ISP servers to filter content

was well-known to practitioners:'" Accordingly, the court granted

AT&T's motion to dismiss, thereby invalidating Bascom's patent un-

derSection 101.

On appeal, the Federal Circuit affirmed the district court's finding

that the Bascom patent is directed to the abstract of idea of filtering

content. The Federal Circuit also concurred with the district court's

finding that none of the limitations, taken in isolation, aze suitably in-

ventive to warrant protection.
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The Federal Circuit, however, was critical of the district court's be drawn in favor of the plaintiff pursuant to Rule 12—including is-

finding relating to the ordered combination of limitations described

in the claims. In this context, the Federal Circuit noted "an inventive

concept can be found in the non-conventional and non-generic ar-

rangement of known, conventional pieces "'$ As such, the Federal

Circuit held that the patent claims, taken as a whole, sufficiently de-

scribed how the particular arrangement of elements in the filtering

system demonstrated an improvement over prior art.

Specifically, "the installation of a filtering tool at a specific loca-

sues relating to claim construction and the state of the priorart—the

Federal Circuit was arguably reminding lower courts that dispositive

ineligibility determinations at the pleading stage should be limited to

clear cases.

McRO V. BANDAI

In September of 2016, the Federal Circuit issued its decision in

McRO v Bandai, which provides another example of the Federal Cir-

tion, remote from the end-users, with customizable filtering features cult reversing a district court's invalidity ruling under Section 101.

specific to each end user" demonstrated an inventive concept worthy

of eligibility under Section 101 because the design incorporated the

benefits of a localized filter on an individual device with the benefits

of a filter on an ISP server.19 Further, the patent's specification de-

scribed how its specific arrangement of elements demonstrated im-

provements over prior art. According to the patent, prior art filters

"were either susceptible to hacking and dependent on local hazdwaze

and software, or confined to an infle~uble one-size-fits-all scheme:'20

The Bascom patent asserts that its filter is uniquely versatile in its abil-

ity to address both issues.

In this case, McRO sued Bandai, and several other video game

developers, alleging infringement of U.S. Patent Nos. 6,307,576 and

6,611,278 (the "McRO patents". The McRO patents aze direct-

ed to an automated process for generating lip-synchronization and

facial expressions in 3D animated characters. The patent specifica-

tions explain that prior methods were limited to manual animation

techniques that were laborious and uneconomical. McRO's claimed

invention was therefore intended to improve the pre-Busting tech-

niques by automating the animation process through the applicarion

of a particular set of rules which rendered more realistic synchroniza-

'Ihe Federal Circuit further justified its determination by noting tions of speech and lip movements.

the claims did not "merely recite the abstract idea of filtering content

along with the requirement to perform it on the Internet," and do not

"preempt all ways of filtering content on the Internet:'Z' Thus, given

the limited record before the court, and the deference afforded Bas-

comunder Rule 12, the Federal Circuit held that it was error for the

district court to find the patent claims generic and conventional as a

matter of law, and remanded the case for further proceedings.

Like Enfish, Bascom directs lower courts to reconsider previously

held notions when analyzing the validity of software patents facing

an Alice eligibility challenge. After Bascom, eligibility can be extended

to software patents even where the patent is directed to an abstract

idea, and even where the individual components of the software are

conventional, generic, and themselves not inventive. Indeed, the spe-

cific arrangement or configuration of these known components can

demonstrate a transformative "inventive concept" at step two of the

Alice test. Future case law will flesh out the myriad circumstances under

which an ordered combination of elements can be deemed a sufficienfly

transformative, innovative concept. But for now, Bascom provides that

patent eligibility should be extended where such a configuration is de-

signed to address a specific technological deficienry or problem.

Notably, Bascom emphasized the heightened standard of review

that should apply at the pleading stage of a lawsuit, even when evalu-

ating Section 101 issues relating to software patents. Pre-Alice, it was

rare for a court to find a patent invalid on subject matter grounds at

the pleading stage of a lawsuit. Yet, in 2015, the first full year after the

Supreme Court decidedAlice, 70% of the time courts held at least one

claim to be invalid following a motion to dismiss brought on eligi-

bility grounds.~Z In emphasizing that all reasonable inferences must

During the lawsuit, the video game defendants filed a motion for

a jud~nent on the pleadings seeking to invalidate the McRO patents

under Section 101. Early in its Alice analysis, the district court ac-

knowledged the claims at issue "do not seem directed to an abstract

idea" as they "are tangible, each covering an approach to automated

three-dunensional computer animation, which is a specific techno-

logical process:'23 The district court further noted the video game

defendants' acknowledgment that the McRO patents "do not cover

the automated methods of lip synchronization for three-dunensional

computer animation that Defendants employ."'~ As such, when read-

ingthe claims as a whole, the court noted that it was unlikely McRO's

claimed invention preempted an abstract idea given the existence of

alternative non-infringing methods.

While this arguably should have been sufficient to find the McRO

patents eligible under Section 101, the court then took the atypi-

cal first step of disregarding all conventional elements of the patent

claims. Considering only the remaining "inventive" aspects of the

claim (i.e., the use of timing rules to automate the animation process),

the court concluded such limitations were directed to an abstract

idea. And without differentiating between the two steps of the Alice

test, the court opined that "what the claim adds to the prior art is the

use of rules, rather than artists" to execute processes designed to syn-

chronize the timing and movement of facial expressions.Zs "However,

both of these concepts aze specified at the highest level of generality"

and were not limited to specific rules-based techniques.Zb As such, the

district court found that the claims lack any "inventive concept" suffi-

cient to warrant eligibility, and in fact preempt the field of automatic

lip synchronization using arules-based morph target approach.
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On appeal, the Federal Circuit again cautioned against over- er the claimed invention was abstract in McRO. In its opinion the Fed-

simplifying patent claims. Indeed, the Federal Circuit stated that

"[w]hether at step one or step two of the Alice analysis, in determining

eral Circuit stressed that challengers must support their preemption

arguments with evidence, which should prompt lower courts to take

the patentability of a method, a court must look to the claims as an the same approach,

ordered combination, without ignoring the requirements of the indi-

vidual steps:'27 With that in mind, the Federal Circuit held the district LOOKING AHEAD

court's narrow focus on the patents' novel elements failed to consider The impact Enftsh, Bascom, and McRO will have on future Sec-

the claims as a whole. Viewed in this light, the claims at issue outline

an ordered set of rules with specific characteristics, and the "specific,

claimed features of these rules allow for improvement realized by the

invention'2e Thus, the Federal Circuit held the asserted claims to be

patent eligible.

Addressing the district court's preemption findings, the Federal

Circuit narrowed the scope of preemption, limiting the inquiry to

whether or not the claims cover all rules-based approaches to auto-

mated 3D lip synchronization. While the defendants argued that any

rules based approach must necessarilyuse the same specific rule struc-

ture outlined in the McRO patents, the Federal Circuit noted that no

evidence on the record supported that conclusion, and to the con-

trary, McRO submitted evidence of numerous alternative processes

for automating lip synchronizations and facial expressions. Thus, the

.Federal Circuit held that the McRO patents cover only a specific an-

imation process using particular information and techniques, and as

such, do not preempt alternative approaches using different methods

or techniques, or applying the same methods and techniques in a dif-

ferentseries or structure.

Distinguishing this case from software patents held ineligible

under Alice, the Federal Circuit noted "it is the incorporation of the

claimed rules, not the use of the computer, that improved the existing

technological process by allowing the automation of further tasks."29

Moreover, because the process set farth in the rules disclosed in the

McRO patents do not follow the manual techniques followed in the

prior art, McRO's claimed invention is distinguishable from pat-

ent-ineligible inventions "where the claimed computer-automated

process and the prior method were carried out in the same way."3o

In consideration of the above, the Federal Circuit concluded the

McRO patents' representative claim is "directed to a patentable, tech-

nologicalimprovement over the existing, manual3D uiimation tech-

niques" and "uses the limited rules in a process specifically designed

to achieve an improved technological result in convenflonal industry

practice:'31 And since the Federal Circuit found that McRO's claims

are not directed to an abstract idea, it did not proceed to step two of

the Alice test.

McRO, like Enfish, emphasized the need to analyze and give weight

to all the claim limitations, and avoid overly simplistic generalizations

of the claims, when considering Section 101 challenges. McRO also

clarified that automated manual processes can be patent-eligible as

long as the underlying manual process was not previously known. Fi-

nally, the issue ofpreemption played a key role in determining wheth-

tion 101 challenges to software patents is still uncertain. Yet, under

the guidance from these three cases, there are some suggested best

practices for practitioners dealing with Section 101 issues moving

forward.

For instance, the Federal Circuit's recent decisions emphasize the

importance of specific and thorough patent drafting. Practitioners

should therefore take caze to draft specific and detailed patent claims

that do not lend themselves to abroad summarization. As an example,

in Enfish, the claims were specifically directed to a particulaz form of

data storage (i.e., aself-referential table) to solve a specific problem

(i.e., increasing efficiencies of data storage via a single table).

Further, in each decision the Federal Circuit looked to the patent

specifications to determine patent eligibility. As such, practirioners

should include detailed disclosures e~laining how the claimed in-

ventions improve upon the prior art In doing so, practitioners may

want to strategically disparage the known prior art, andextolthe vir-

tues of the claimed invention, as opposed to relying on neutral sum-

mariesrelating tothe technical aspects of the claimed invention. Prac-

titioners may even want to proactively identify the abstract concept

the claimed invention generally relates to, and then explain why the

claimed invention goes beyond that abstract concept, using specific

e~mples to support that contention.

Drafting patents in this manner may increase the odds of a soft-

ware patent surviving a Section 101 attack in litigation prior to trial.

For example, if a Section 101 challenge is raised in an early motion to

dismiss, then, as emphasized in Bascom, the challenged patent's claims

and specification must be construed in favor of the nonmoving party

(i.e, the patentee). And given the limited record available to the court

at the pleading stage, a court may feel obligated to conclude that a

claimed invention is not directed to an abstract concept as a matter of

law, based on the asserted patent's own representations to that effect.

A thoroughly drafted specification could also help a patent survive a

motion for summary judgment by intrinsically raising disputes as to

material facts relating to anticipated Section 101 issues.

It remains to be seen whether courts will permit patentees to side-

step Section 101 challenges through clever draftsmanship, which is

something that courts have wresfled with in the past (e.g., when claim-

ing Beauregard claims to avoid Section 101 rejections was en vogue).3Z

Regardless, Enfish, Bascom, and McRO, if nothing else, begin to define

the boundaries of eligibility for softwaze patents after Alice, affording

practitioners some guideposts moving forward. 11
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